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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
2,663,058 

CORE LEFTING AND SETTING FIXTURE 

Marshall E. Lentz and Arthur J. Anderson, Bed 
ford, Ind., and Hubert L. Driffill, deceased, late 
of Anderson, Ind., by Cleaon Wantland, execu 
trix, Anderson, Ind., assignors to General 
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corpora 
tion of Delaware 

Application April 6, 1951, Serial No. 219,724 
(C. 22-3) 14 Claims. 

This invention has to do with a device for lift 
ing and Setting a, plurality of elements forming 
a circular Series or assembly thereof. 
There are numerous instances in which it is 

desirable to be able to handle as a unit a circular 
Series of parts as by lifting the Sane from One 
position and locating the same in a Second posi 
tion. For example, in handling a circular series 
of cores, the several cores making up the Series 
can be accurately arranged or placed in One 
xture and then the entire series lifted as a unit 

and placed in a mold, whereupon when the cores 
are released they are properly located and al 
ranged in a circular series in the noid. The 
present invention is primarily concerned with 
an improved device for lifting and Setting a plu 
rality of parts making up a circular series of 
parts, and is especially adapted to handle a cir 
cular series or assembly of cores. 
Reference is herewith made to the accon 

panying drawings showing preferred embodi 
ments of the invention in which: 

Figure 1 is a view substantially on line - in 
Figure 2 with parts broken away showing a de 
vice in accordance with one embodiment of the 
invention. 

Figure 2 is a view taken substantially on line 
2-2 of Figure 1 with parts broken away to show 
the construction more clearly. 

Figure 3 is an elevational view taken on line 
3-3 of Figure 1 with parts broken away to show 
certain parts more clearly. 

Figure 4 is a view somewhat similar to Figure 
1 excepting that the device is in a different op 
erative position showing a circular Series or a S 
sembly of cores in position to be lifted from a 
lower fixture. 
Figure 5 is a modified form of the device with 

the cores and operative parts of the lifting and 
setting fixture in substantially the same position 
as in Figure 1. 

Figure 6 is a view generally similar to that of 
Figure 5 and showing a still further modified 
form of the device. 

Figure 7 is a perspective view of the device of 
Figure 5. and showing the plurality of circular 
ly arranged cores as lifted from the lower fixture 
and in a tilted position. 

Referring especially to Figures 1 to 4 inclusive, 
the reference numeral O represents a lower fix 
ture having a circularly arranged channel 2 
which in turn has a cut-away portion in the 
outer wall thereof. The lower fixture also has a 
circular flange 6 thereon. The circularly ar 
ranged channel is adapted to have placed therein 
-a plurality of cores represented by reference char-, 
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tending upwardly through member 24. 

ad 

acter 8. Due to the angular shape of the sev 
eral cores it is necessary to have the cut-away 
portion 4 in order that the last core may be in 
Serted in the channel in order to make a con 
plete circular series thereof. The reference 
characters 28 represent spaces between the Sev 
eral cores intermediate the ends thereof which 
will form a circularly arranged Series of Vanes in 
a metal or other article which later on Will be 
cast in a mold having the circular series of cores 
therein. 
Above the lower fixture and the circular series 

of Cores is a core lifting and Setting fixture 
represented generally by the reference numera 
22. The fixture 22 comprises a generally annu 
lar member 24 having three downwardly extend 
ing legs 26 at 120 intervals which in turn have 
removably secured thereto tapered plates 28 by 
means of screws 38. The plates 23 contact the 
lower fixture on corresponding tapered surfaces 
32. On said lower fixture. At the lower face of 
the member 24 is an annular member 34 which 
has an arcuate shaped surface 38 adapted to 
support a resilient member such as a collapsible 
rubber hose 33. As is apparent from Figures 1 
and 2, the rubber hose is in the shape of a circle 
surrounding the circular series of cores. The 
hose also is circular in cross-section. In the posi 
tion of the parts shown in Figures 1 and 2 the 
inner circumference of the rubber hose or tube is 
slightly greater than that of the outer circun 
ference of the circular series of cores so that it is 
out of engagement therewith. Supporting the 
annular member 34 are four ScreWS 4 ex 

e 
screws 40 are connected in pairs to transversely 
extending rods 42. The two transverse rods 42 
act as pivots for links 48 having at the outer ends 
thereof, cam surfaces 56 and at their inner ends 
elongated slots it. Secured to the upper face 
of the annular member 24 by Eileans of ScreWS 
56 is an inverted U-shaped member 52. The 
sides of the member 52 are slotted at 54 and the 
links 44 extend through these slots. Also adapted 
to move in the slots. 56 are guide meinbei'S 58 
which are secured to a handle inenber 60 by 
means of screws 82. Member 6 also has a de 
pending portion SA and a horizontally extending 
portion 66. Opposite ends of the portion 66 are 
cut-away at 63 to receive the inner end of each 
of the links 44. Pins extend CrOSSWise of the 
members 66 and pass through the elongated slots 
48 in the inner ends of the links 34. Extending 
down Wardly from the lower face of the circular 
-member 24 is an annular flange 2. This flange 
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is adapted to engage the inner periphery of the 
plurality of circularly arranged cores. 
The Operation of the embodiment of the inven 

tion shown in Figures 1 to 4 inclusive, will now be 
described. The operator having first arranged 
the plurality of cores in a circle in the channel in 
the lower fixture then places the upper fixture 
22 over the lower fixture and With the annular 
fange 2 engaging the inner faces of the upper 
ends of tine plurality of cores. By neains of the 
corresponding tapered plates 23 on the three lugs 
on the core lifting and Setting fixture COOperat 
ing with the tapered surface 32 on the lower fix 
ture the device is accurately located in the prope 
position. At this stage in the operation the hail 
de Inerne S3 and tha links 4 and annulai 
member 3 are in the positions shown in Fig 
ure 1. The operator then raises the neither 6 
into the position shown in Figure 4. This nove 
ment raises the inner ends of the links 44 which 
in turn raises the annular member 34 until it 
contacts the lower face 5 of member 24 and 
squeezes the rubber hose 38 between the arcuate 
surface 35 and the lower face of the nenber 24. 
This causes the inner periphery of the rubber 
hose to be defornied or decreased in circumfer 
ence so as to grip the outer periphery of the piti 
rality of circularly arranged coi?es, thus Securing 
the same between the rubber hose aind the annul 
lar flange E2 which depends downwardly frolin 
the member 24. With the parts in this position 
the plurality of assembled cores are lifted by the 
upper fixture 22 from the channel in lower fix 
ture G and the circular assembly of COreS i3-y 
then be transferred to a mold. The mold may 
have a corresponding tapered Surface for coCger." 
ation with the tapered lugs 28 on the fixture to 
locate the fixture 22 in proper position relative 
to the Yaold. The genheir 6 is then noved 
downwardly and this movement lowers inenber's 
34 and the rubber hose carried thereby where 
by the rubber hose assumes its original circular 
shape in cross section to release the circulai' as 
sembly of cores. 
The errabodirinent of the invention illustrated in 

Figures 5 and 6 is generally similar to that of the 
embodiment shown in Figures 1 to 4 and Similar 
parts are represented by the same reference nu 
merals as in Figures 1 to 4 inclusive. In Figures 
5 and 7. 22’ represents a circular ineinber having 
a downwardly extending fiange 72 of greater 
length than the flange in the first modification 
and the inner periphery 3 of the fia. Inge is 
adapted to engage an upwardly extending por 
tion is of the over fixture is in order to locate 
the upper and lower fixtures in proper positions 
relative to one another. In Figures 5 and 7 the 
lower fixture does not have the tapered Surface 
which cooperates with the tapered plates 28 On 
the three downwardly depending legs 26. Figure 
7 shows the device of Figure 5 with the core lift 
ing fixture having been removed from the lower 
fixture and showing the manner in which the 
plurality of assembled cores is removed as a unit, 
whereby the same may then be moved by the op 
erator and the several cores located and released 
in a mold in this same circularly arranged posi 
tion. 

Figure 6 illustrates still another embodiment of 
the invention. In this embodiment the Central 
portion of the lower fixture it is cut-away as 
represented at 76. In this form also the upper 
fixture 22 has a wear plate 80 which is Secured 
to the fixture by means of screws 82. In this for in 
also the links 4 are reversed or inverted as cond 
pared with the form shown in Figures. 1 to 5 in 
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4. 
clusive and 7. Adjustable Screw means 8A are 
employed to locate the position of inenbei is 
relative to that of the portion 24. In the ein bodi 
it eit of the invention. Shown in Figure 6 tile up 
per and lower fixtures are located with respect 
to one another in generally the Sane imanner as 
that which is employed with the construction of 
Figures 1 to 4 inclusive. 
Warious changes and iodifications of the er:- 

bodiments of the invention described herein may 
be made by those skilled in the art, without de 
parting from the principles and Spirit of the in 
vention. 
We claim: 
1. A device of the class described for lifting a 

plurality of articles arranged in a circulair series 
having an inne; peripheral Surface and an outer 
peripheral Surface, comprising a member having 

ve 

5. 
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means thereon for engaging Oine of Said pe 
ripheral Surfaces of Said circular Series of arti 
cles, resilient means adapted to engage the other 
peripheral Surface of said circular series of arti 
cles and means for deforning said resilient men 
bei to contact Said other peripheral Surface aiai 
grip the circular Series of articles between the 
first naentioned means and the resilient inenbei. 

2. A device of the class described for lifting a 
plurality of articles arranged in a circular series 
&nd having an inner peripheral surface aid an 
Outer peripheral Surface, comprising a gneinber 
having a circularly arranged flange for engaging 
One of Said peripheral Sui'ifaces of said circular 
Series of articles, a circularly arranged resilient 
iseraher adapted to engage the other peripheral 
Surfage of Said circuia: Series of articles and 
ineans for deforiiling Said resilient member to 
contact Said other peripheral surface and grip 
the Series of articles between the fiange and saig 
resilient, nenber. 

3. A device of the class described for lifting a 
circulai’iy arranged series of articles having all 
iiie peripheral Surface and an outer peripheral 
Surface, comprising a member having a down 
Wardly depending flange for engaging one of said 
peripheral Surfaces of Said circularly arranged 
Series of articles, a hollow, collapsible rubber hose 
Surrounding the other of Said peripheral surfaces 
of Said circularly arranged series of articles, and 
neans for deforning said hose to contact, said 
otheir peripheral Surface and grip the circularly 
arranged Series between the fange and said hose. 

4. A device of the class described for lifting a 
Circularly arranged series of articles having an 
inner peripheral Surface and an outer peripheral 
Surface, comprising a first member having a 
downwardly depending flange for engaging the 
inner peripheral surface of said circularly ar. 
ranged Series of articles, a hollow, collapsible 
hose Surrounding the outer peripheral surface of 
Said circularly arranged series of articles, an an 
nularly arranged member for locating and SU)- 
porting Said collapsible hose beneath said first 
neilber and means for moving said annular 
inember aid collapsible hose upward relatively 
to Said first meinber until the hose contacts the 
lower Surface of said first member and is de 
formed thereby to cause the circularly arraged 
Series of articles to be gripped between the down 
Wardly extending fange and said collapsible 
hose. 

5. A device of the class described for lifting a 
plurality of articles arranged in a circular series 
having an inner peripheral Surface and an outer 
peripheral Surface, comprising a member having 
a downwardly extending circular fiange for en 
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surfaces lo 
curvy- arranged articles, a hollow, 

collapsible rubber hose surrounding the other. 
of said peripheral surfaces of said, plurality of. 
cat. nd supporting...said collapsible hose, 
meansconnected to the annular member extend ing upwardly through said first member, a plural 

articles, an annularly, arranged member for lo- 5 

ity of rods. forming pivots, connected to said tacti 
means, a pair of cam links, pivoted on said rods 10 
and means for raising the inner ends of said links 
whereby the cams lift the annular member. Up". 
wardly toward the lower face of said first mem 
ber thereby collapsing the rubber hose and caus 
ing the same to squeeze.the plurality 9f circularly 
arranged articles against the circularly arranged 
flange whereby the plurality-of-assembled cores 
may then be raised as a unit. : - . 
i.6. In a device of the class described, a lower 
fixture having an annular groove therein within 
which may be located a circular series of cores 
having an inner peripheral surface and an outer 
peripheral Surface, an upper fixture above Said 
lower fixture and having a circular, downwardly 
extending flange adapted to engage the inner pe 
ripheral surface of the circular series of cores, a 
pair of link members above said second fixture 
having cam surfaces at their outer ends thereof 
and slotted portions at the inner ends thereof, a 
pair of transversely extending rods about which 
a pair of cam links are pivoted, means connected 
to opposite ends of each of said rods extending 
downwardly through said first member, an an 
nular member at the lower Surface of Said first 
member supported by said last mentioned means, 
said arcuate member having a curved annular 
portion adapted to support a circular rubber 
hose, a circular rubber hose Surrounding the 
outer peripheral surface of said circular series 
of cores and carried by said annular member and 
a member adapted to be grasped by the hand of 
the Operator connected to the slots in the inner 
ends of the link members by means of a pin 
whereby, when the handle member is raised, the 
can surfaces contact the upper face of the first 
member and raise the annular member and hose 
carried thereby until they contact the lower sur 
face of Said upper fixture and the rubber hose is 
collapsed to thereby engage the Outer peripheral 
Surface of the circular series of cores and Squeeze 
the same against the downwardly depending 
flange. 

7. An apparatus for lifting a plurality of circu 
larly arranged series of articles having an inner 
peripheral Surface and an outer peripheral Sur 
face, comprising a resilient member of circular 
Shape, the normal circumference of Said resilient 
member being slightly different than that of a 
Corresponding circumference of said circular 
Series of articles, means contacting one of said 
peripheral surfaces of said circular series of arti 
cles and means for deforming said resilient mem 
ber of circular shape to change the circumference 
thereof So as to contact said peripheral surface 
and grip the circular series of articles between 
Said means contacting said one of said peripheral 
Surfaces of said circular series of articles and said 
resilient member whereby the circular series of 
articles may be lifted as a unit. 

8. An apparatus as in claim 7 in which the 
resilient member is a rubber hose. 

9. An apparatus for locating and handling a 
circular series of articles comprising a lower fix 
ture having an annular groove within which may 
be located a circular series of articles having an 
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tween said means con 
peripheral surfaces of 
sand said resilient 

nular groove within which may be arranged a 
circular series of articles having an inner per 
ripheral surface and an outer peripheral Sur 
face and an upper fixture generally above Said 
lower fixture, said fixtures having cooperating 
means thereon for locating the upper fixture in a 
desired position relative to the lower fixture and 
circular series of articles, said upper fixture hav 
ing a first portion for engaging one of Said pe 
ripheral surfaces of the circularly arranged se 
ries of articles, elastic means adapted to engage 
the other of said peripheral Surfaces of Said cir 
cularly arranged series of articles and means to 
deform the elastic member to thereby grip said 
circular series of articles between said first por 
tion and said resilient means so that the entire 
circular series of parts may be lifted as a unit 
from the annular groove in Said lower fixture. 

12. An apparatus for lifting as a unit a plu 
rality of articles arranged in a circular series 
having an inner peripheral Surface and an outer 
peripheral surface, comprising a first member 
having a downwardly extending circular flange 
for engaging one of said peripheral Surfaces of 
said plurality of circularly arranged articles, a 
resilient member of circular shape conforming 
generally with the other of said peripheral sur 
faces but normally out of engagement therewith, 
an annulus for Supporting said resilient mem 
ber beneath said first member, mechanism con 
nected to the annulus extending upwardly 
through Said first member and means connected 
to the last mentioned means for raising it and 
the annulus and resilient member carried there 
by to bring the resilient member into contact 
with the undersurface of Said first mentioned 
member to deform the resilient member So that 
it engages said other peripheral surface of said 
circular Series of articles. 

13. An apparatus for handling as a unit a plu 
rality of articles arranged in a circular series 
having an inner peripheral surface and an outer 
peripheral Surface comprising a lower fixture 
having an annular groove therein within which 
may be located and Supported a circular series 
of articles; an upper fixture and means for lo 
cating the upper fixture in fixed relation to the 
lower fixture and circular series of articles there 
On; said upper fixture comprising a first mem 
ber having a downwardly extending circular 
flange for engaging one of said peripheral sur 
faces of said plurality of circularly arranged ar 
ticles, a collapsible tube of elastic material hav 

  

  



7. 
ing a shape conforming generally, with the other 
of said peripheral surfaces, but normally Out of 
engagement therewith, an annulus having an ar 
cuately shaped portion for Supporting Said tube 
beneath the said first member, mechanism con 
nected to the annulus extending upwardly 
through said first member and means Connected 
to the last mentioned mechanism for raising it 
and the annulus and tube carried thereby to bring 
the tube into contact with the underSurface of 
said first member to deform said tube So that it 
engages said other peripheral Surface. 

14. An apparatus for handling as a unit a plu 
rality of articles having an inner peripheral Sur 
face and an outer peripheral Surface, Compris 
ing a first member having downwardly extend 
ing means thereon for engaging one of Said pe 
ripheral surfaces of said plurality of articles, an 
elastic member conforming generally with the 
other of said peripheral Surfaces but normally Out 
of engagement therewith, means for Supporting 
said elastic member at the underside of Said first 
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8. 
member, mechanism connected to the last men 
tioned means extending upwardly through Said 
first inenber and means connected to the last 
aentioned mechanism for raising it and the 

ineans Supporting the elastic neinbei to bring 
the eastic member into contact With the under 
Surface of Said first member to defor the elas 
tic inenber. So that it engages said other periph 
era. Surface. 

MARSHA. E. ENTZ, 
ARTHUR. J. ANDERSON. 
CIEAON WANTAND, 

Eacecutriae of the last Uill and teStainent of Hubert 
L. Driffill, deceased. 
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